Abstract-The common objective of network traffic engineering is to minimize the maximal link utilization in a network in order to accommodate more traffic and reduce the chance of congestion. Traditionally this is done by either optimizing OSPF link weights or using MPLS tunnels to direct traffic. However, they both have problems: OSPF weight optimization triggers network-wide convergence and significant traffic shift, while pure MPLS approach requires a full mesh of tunnels to be configured throughout the network. This paper formulates the traffic engineering problem as a Multi-Commodity Flow problem with hybrid MPLS/OSPF routing (MCFTE). As a result, the majority of traffic is routed by regular OSPF, while only a small number of MPLS tunnels are needed to fine-tune the traffic distribution. It keeps OSPF link weights unchanged to avoid triggering network convergence, and needs far fewer MPLS tunnels than the fullmesh to adjust traffic. Compared with existing hybrid routing approaches, MCFTE achieves the optimal link utilization, runs about two orders of magnitude faster, and is more robust against measurement inaccuracy in traffic demand.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network operators frequently manipulate how data traffic flows through their networks in order to increase the throughput of their networks, reduce congestion and therefore improve overall quality of service. The common goal of traffic engineering (TE) is to minimize the maximal link utilization in the network, which traditionally is achieved by either optimizing the link weights in the intra-domain routing protocol (e.g., OSPF), or setting up full-mesh MPLS tunnels connecting all ingress-egress router pairs and splitting traffic among multiple MPLS tunnels.
The weight optimization approach needs to adjust link weights from time to time in order to accommodate changing traffic demand. Changing link weight will trigger networkwide OSPF convergence process, which not only takes time to complete, but also induces potentially large traffic shift in the network, and both of these side effects can cause service degradation such as packet loss and delay jitter. Due to these reasons, changing link weights can only be done infrequently (e.g., once per day [1] [2] ), which limits the effectiveness of traffic engineering in face of varying traffic demand. Moreover, the weight optimization problem is NP-hard [3] and can only be tackled by heuristics, which may not get the optimal solutions and sometime do not even converge.
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) enables routers to forward traffic along explicitly configured paths. This flexibility makes it easier to do traffic engineering than relying on conventional IP routing [4] [5] . Although MPLS has been deployed in many large ISPs, a pure MPLS traffic engineering approach will require a full mesh of MPLS tunnels, i.e., Label Switching Paths (LSP), between any ingress and egress routers, which puts a lot of management burden on large networks [6] [7] .
Hybrid routing uses both OSPF and MPLS. It relies on OSPF to carry most traffic without changing link weights, and at the same time it uses a small number of MPLS LSPs to finetune the traffic distribution over different links for the traffic engineering goals. The OSPF link weight is not adjusted over time, therefore network convergence and large traffic shift is avoided. When traffic demand changes, it is the MPLS LSPs that are adjusted to accommodate these changes to maintain target traffic distribution. Thus hybrid routing combines the advantages of both OSPF and MPLS TE. However, existing work all regard the hybrid routing as NP-hard and resort to heuristics for solutions, which are not only slow but also do not give optimal results. For examples, GreedyHybrid uses a greedy method to compute LSPs which can guarantee neither global nor local optimal solution [8] , GAHybrid uses genetic algorithm to search for the solution [9] , and SAMTE uses simulated annealing meta-heuristic to compute a set of LSPs [6] .
We propose Multi-Commodity Flow Traffic Engineering (MCFTE), which formulates traffic engineering as a linear programming problem and realizes the optimal solution by hybrid MPLS/OSPF routing. Given the network topology, traffic demand, and OSPF link weights, MCFTE will compute the MPLS LSPs that are needed to establish and the traffic split ratios between OSPF and MPLS. MCFTE inherits the benefits of hybrid routing by using only a small number of MPLS paths to complement regular OSPF routing, thus it avoids the drawbacks of OSPF weight optimization and full MPLS mesh. Compared with existing hybrid routing approaches, MCFTE achieves the optimal link utilization in a network, runs about two orders of magnitude faster, and is more robust against measurement errors in traffic demand. These features make MCFTE a good candidate for real-time, distributed traffic engineering solution in operational networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the formulation of the hybrid routing using MultiCommodity Flow and reveals the advantages of MCFTE. Section III evaluates MCFTE using three different real topologies and their traffic demands. Section IV reviews related work and Section V concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We assume that a network runs a link-state routing protocol such as OSPF and also is capable of setting up MPLS paths throughout the network. The TE problem is that given the network topology, traffic matrix (i.e., traffic demand between any ingress-egress pair), and OSPF routing, which MPLS paths need to be configured and how to split the traffic between OSPF and MPLS so that the maximal link utilization in the network is minimized. We formulate this problem using multi-commodity flows as follows.
The network is represented by a directed graph, G = (N, A 
The solution to the above problem will give the optimal LSPs and their required bandwidths in variable L MP LS (l). The constraint in Equation (4) is our contribution, and no previous work has done this [10] . This constraint guides the LP solver to search for the solution that includes the OSPF routes, so that fewer number of MPLS paths will be needed. In a typical case of our evaluation scenarios, MCFTE only needs four LSPs, while classical MCF without Equation (4) needs 43 LSPs. Detailed evaluations will be presented in the next section.
MCFTE can be much more responsive than other TE methods since its input and output can be obtained very quickly and its impact to the network is incremental. The input information to MCFTE includes the network topology, traffic matrix, and OSPF link weights. Among them, network topology and link weights are available in OSPF's link-state database. Traffic matrix can be computed from measured link utilization data. According to Zhang et al. [11] , a backbone-router to backbonerouter traffic matrix for a tier-1 ISP network can be computed in 5 seconds on a 336MHz Ultrasparc-II machine back in 2002. The output of MCFTE is the LSPs that need to be configured and the traffic amount that these LSPs will carry. As we will show in the evaluation, solving MCFTE problem takes no more than a few tens of seconds. MCFTE does not change OSPF link weights, therefore the drawbacks of network convergence and large traffic shift are avoided. When the traffic demand changes over time, MCFTE must change LSP setup to adjust the traffic distribution. Such adjustments are incremental in that they only impacts a small number of routers and a small amount of traffic that are involved in the LSPs that need to be changed. Overall, when traffic demand changes, MCFTE is able to quickly recompute the optimal solution, set up the LSPs, and only affect the network where it is necessary. Therefore it is possible to run MCFTE much more frequently (e.g., every few minutes) than other TE methods to be responsive to changing traffic.
III. EVALUATION
We use several real network topologies and their traffic matrices to evaluate MCFTE. Internet2 topology is configured according to the data from [12] . Abilene, GEANT and AT&T topologies come from the TOTEM toolbox [13] . All the topologies contain OSPF link weights, which are used to generate the OSPF routes. To obtain the traffic matrix for Internet2, we take the netflow data from [12] , and generate one week traffic matrix using TOTEM. The measured traffic matrices of Abilene and GEANT are available from TOTEM project [14] , while estimated traffic matrices of Abilene is downloaded from [15] . AT&T's traffic matrix is not publicly available. In measuring MCFTE's computation time, we use a randomly generated traffic matrix with AT&T's topology. All the evaluation is done by the open source LP solver GLPK on a Linux machine with a 3.00GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU and 1 GB memory.
A. The Number of LSPs
MCFTE achieves optimal traffic engineering with only a small number of LSPs. Figure 1 compares the number of LSPs under MCFTE and traditional MCF using three different topologies and traffic matrices on different days in a week. The number of OSPF routes is shown for reference, which is the same as n * (n − 1) where n is the number of routers in the network. In theory traditional MCF would require full-mesh LSPs, but since we use hybrid routing and some LSPs are the same as OSPF paths, the traditional MCF does not need to set up full-mesh LSPs in the evaluation. MCFTE requires much fewer paths than traditional MCF, which demonstrates
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978-1-4244-4148-8/09/$25.00 ©2009 the effectiveness of Equation (4) in the MCFTE problem formulation. The number of LSPs required by MCFTE is only a small fraction of the full-mesh. We also run a test with AT&T topology, which contains 154 nodes and 364 links with a randomly generated traffic matrix, and MCFTE only needs 31 LSPs.
B. CPU Time
We measure the CPU time by MCFTE on different topologies and compare it with other TE methods. As Table I shows, MCFTE computation is generally fast. MCFTE totem is the CPU time when MCFTE is implemented within the TOTEM toolbox, and MCFTE alone is the CPU time when MCFTE is implemented standalone without the overhead of the toolbox. In both cases, it takes sub-second for small to medium topologies, and for the large AT&T topology it still just takes a couple tens of seconds. 
C. Maximal Link Utilization
The objective of the traffic engineering problem is to minimize the maximal link utilization. MCFTE is supposed to provide the optimal solution to the TE problem. We use three topologies and real traffic matrices to evaluate MCFTE and other TE methods regarding the maximal link utilization.
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Next we compare the maximal link utilization under different TE methods using the TOTEM toolbox. IGPWO is tested using the default setting, which does a Tabu search for integer OSPF link weights starting randomly from [0, 20] and the maximum number of iterations is set to 500. Due to its heuristic nature, the search may not converge after 500 iterations and the outcome may not be the global optimal. Figure 5 shows the results in Internet2, Abilene and GEANT. For Internet2, IGPWO only slightly reduces the maximal link utilization ( Figure 5(a) ). It even performs worse than OSPF in Abilene ( Figure 5(b) ), since the heuristic cannot find better link weights within 500 iterations from the randomly selected starting values. IGPWO shows significant benefit only for GEANT ( Figure 5(c) ). In all three cases, MCFTE outperforms IGPWO.
We also compare MCFTE with SAMTE using "SAMTEMaxLoadOf" as the score function and parameters generated by the "Generate Parameters" function of SAMTE tool in TOTEM. Figure 6 shows that SAMTE can reduce maximal link utilization significantly, but can never outperform MCFTE, which is the optimal solution. One observation from the simulations is that SAMTE does not produce the exact same outcome due to its heuristic nature. Therefore it would be very difficult to deploy such a solution distributedly.
D. Robustness Against Inaccuracy in Traffic Matrix
The evaluation so far has assumed that the traffic matrix is known every time we run MCFTE or other TE methods. In reality, it takes time to measure, compute and report traffic matrices [11] [16] . No matter how quick traffic matrix can be obtained, we will never be able to predict the exact traffic matrix of a future time. Therefore, all TE methods must use estimates of the traffic matrix to decide the routing paths. The most common approach is to use a recently measured traffic matrix to calculate the routing paths for immediate future. A good TE method should be robust to the inaccuracy of the This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2009 proceedings.
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For the purpose of evaluation, we need a traffic matrix estimate and actual traffic demand in order to compare MCFTE's performance using them. For Abilene, we get the estimated traffic matrices from [15] . For Internet2, we simply use the traffic matrix measured in the previous 5-minute interval as the estimate for the next 5-minute interval. Similarly, for GEANT, we use the traffic matrix measured in the previous 15-minute interval as the estimate for the next 15-minute interval.
We use U (real) to denote the maximal link utilization when the TE method uses the real traffic demand, U (estimated) the maximal link utilization when the TE method uses traffic matrix estimate, and U (OSP F ) the maximal link utilization under OSPF. The normalized inaccuracy of is defined in Equation (9):
When Inaccuracy = 0, MCFTE using the estimated traffic matrix performs the same as MCFTE using the real traffic matrix. When Inaccuracy = 100%, MCFTE with the estimated traffic matrix performs the same as pure OSPF routing. When Inaccuracy > 100%, MCFTE is worse than the pure OSPF routing. Figure 7 shows a typical result using Abilene data at each hour on 2008-08-21. It is clear that MCFTE is robust in that the reduction of maximal link utilization is still significant when estimated traffic matrices are used.
To compare the robustness of MCFTE with SAMTE and IGPWO, we plot the CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) of Inaccuracy in Figure 8 . In the sub-figures, for Internet2 and Abilene, we also draw the parts of the CDF curves where the TE method improves the traffic distribution (Inaccuracy < 100%). For Internet2 (Figure 8(a) ), the traffic matrices of every five minutes from 2008-08-21 through 2008-08-27 are considered, and MCFTE improves 94.24% of all the cases. For Abilene (Figure 8(b) ), MCFTE improves for all the cases. For GEANT (Figure 8(c) ), all the three TE methods improve the traffic distribution in all cases, and the majority of them are improved significantly. It has been observed [14] that the traffic in GEANT network has certain stability in that the link with the maximal link utilization does not change very often. The same links with the low capacity often gets the highest utilization which helps three TE methods to reduce maximal link utilization.
Except that in Figure 8 (a) SAMTE shows comparable robustness, MCFTE is in general more robust than the other TE methods. For example, 97.42% points are under 10% Inaccuracy in MCFTE on GEANT, while for SAMTE this number is 88.69% and for IGPWO only 33.93%. The IGPWO has the worst robustness among the three. For example, in Abilene, there are only 4.61% percent of points that improve the traffic distribution.
IV. RELATED WORK
Weight optimization was first proposed by Fortz and Thorup [3] [2]. The problem was proved to be NP-hard and heuristic methods were used to search for solutions. Roughan et al. examined the robustness of weight optimization using the real topology and traffic matrices from a tier-1 ISP [1] , where the traffic matrices were derived from link load data using techniques developed by Zhang et al. [11] . Wang et al. [7] proved that the optimal routing with respect to the objective of traffic engineering can always be achieved by shortest path routing under appropriate link weights. PEFT [17] is a scheme that sets link weights so that all the multi-commodity flows will follow the shortest paths. However, the change of the link weights still leads to network-wide routing convergence and traffic shift.
MATE [4] and TeXCP [5] work in similar fashion by splitting the traffic load among multiple MPLS paths, but they do not deal with how to establish these paths. They also need to frequently probe each paths for its congestion state. As a comparison, MCFTE gives both the LSPs need to be established and the split ratio between MPLS paths and OSPF paths. MCFTE does not need to explicitly probe the paths, but it needs the traffic matrix, which can be derived from link utilization data reported by OSPF-TE [18] .
Hybrid routing uses both OSPF and MPLS to achieve traffic engineering goals and avoids the drawbacks of the both. It has been proposed and explored in previous work such as [6] [8] [9] , but they all resorted to heuristics to find solutions. As we demonstrated in this paper, the problem actually can be formulated and solved through linear programming. MCFTE gives the optimal solution and runs faster than previous heuristics.
V. CONCLUSION
MCFTE formulates the traffic engineering problem as a linear programming multi-commodity flow problem, solves it for optimal solutions, and realizes it via hybrid OSPF/MPLS routing. It avoids network convergence and traffic shift caused by OSPF weight optimization, as well as the full-mesh tunnels required by pure MPLS approach. Compared with other hybrid routing schemes, MCFTE provides the optimal solution,
978-1-4244-4148-8/09/$25.00 ©2009 runs about two orders of magnitude faster, and is robust to measurement inaccuracy in traffic matrices. MCFTE could be deployed at multiple places in a network and invoked relatively frequently to respond to changes in traffic demand. Therefore MCFTE provides a good candidate for distributed, responsive traffic engineering solution in today's networks.
